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abstract: Range size heritability refers to an intriguing pattern
where closely related species occupy geographic ranges of similar
extent. Its existence may indicate selection on traits emergent only
at the species level, with interesting consequences for evolutionary
processes. We explore whether range size heritability may be attrib-
utable to the fact that range size is largely driven by the size of
geographic domains (i.e., continents, biomes, areas given by species’
climatic tolerance) that tend to be similar in phylogenetically related
species. Using a well-resolved phylogeny of carnivorans, we show
that range sizes are indeed constrained by geographic domains and
that the phylogenetic signal in range sizes diminishes if the domain
sizes are accounted for. Moreover, more detailed delimitation of spe-
cies’ geographic domain leads to a weaker signal in range size her-
itability, indicating the importance of definition of the null model
against which the pattern is tested. Our findings do not reject the
hypothesis of range size heritability but rather unravel its underlying
mechanisms. Additional analyses imply that evolutionary conser-
vatism in niche breadth delimits the species’ geographic domain,
which in turn shapes the species’ range size. Range size heritability
patterns thus emerge as a consequence of this interplay between
evolutionary and geographic constraints.

Keywords: macroecology, species selection, biogeography, eigenvec-
tor, generalized least squares (GLS).

Introduction

During the last 2 decades, range size heritability has been
a subject of vigorous and sometimes controversial debates.
The term “range size heritability” refers to a tendency of
closely related species to retain more similar range sizes
than distinct species do (Jablonski 1987). The appeal of
range size heritability for biologists resides in its associa-
tion with the species selection concept (Ricklefs and
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Latham 1992; Grantham 1995). Species selection is an out-
come of heritable differences in speciation and extinction
rates among phylogenetic lineages. It is widely accepted
that differential speciation and extinction owing to purely
emergent traits (collective properties of individuals within
a species; e.g., geographic range size, sex ratio, intraspecific
variability) has to be due to the species selection. However,
for any selection process, heritability of the selected traits
is a necessary prerequisite. Convincing evidence for range
size heritability might therefore highlight the species se-
lection as one of the central evolutionary processes (Gould
and Lloyd 1999; Webb and Gaston 2003; Jablonski 2008;
Rabosky and McCune 2010).

Tempted by this outlook for crucial findings, numerous
studies have examined and variously documented (Ja-
blonski 1987; Taylor and Gotelli 1994), refuted (Diniz-
Filho and Torres 2002; Webb and Gaston 2003), and re-
affirmed (Hunt et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2005) range size
heritability via a spectrum of methods ranging from sister-
species pair comparison and phylogenetic autocorrelation
to the construction of explicit models of range size evo-
lution (see reviews by Gaston 2003; Waldron 2007). As
recent discussions illustrate (Hunt et al. 2005; Webb and
Gaston 2005), distinct methods may lead to different out-
comes even when applied to the same data set. The am-
biguous conclusions prove the range size heritability to be
a difficult conundrum. This is not only due to the meth-
odological pitfalls but also to presumably varied patterns
among different taxonomic groups (Jones et al. 2005).

Despite the lack of compelling evidence for the pattern
itself, many underlying mechanisms have been hypothe-
sized and tested. For instance, phylogenetically conserved
life-history traits such as niche breadth, physiological tol-
erance, dispersal ability, and functional group membership
may eventually lead to range size heritability (Mouillot
and Gaston 2009). Surprisingly, only rarely have geo-
graphic constraints such as spatial limits of continents or
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biomes been appraised (Bohning-Gaese et al. 2006; Freck-
leton and Jetz 2009).

Spatial structure is an inherent component of biogeo-
graphic data and is routinely considered when analyzing
patterns in diversity or abundance (Legendre et al. 2002;
Blackburn 2004; Rangel et al. 2006). It naturally affects
range sizes as well. As Brown et al. (1996, p. 607) high-
lighted in their keystone work, we need to consider “how
geographic ranges are distributed on and constrained by
the spherical geometry and basic geography of the earth.”
A number of studies have documented that species oc-
cupying biogeographic provinces of vast spatial extent tend
to have larger range sizes (Pagel et al. 1991; Smith et al.
1994; Gaston et al. 1998; Fortes and Absalao 2004). This
means that we cannot make reliable conclusions about
range size heritability without controlling for spatiogeo-
graphic constraints. However, only several studies so far
have addressed simultaneously the evolutionary and geo-
graphic constituents of range sizes. Specifically, Freckleton
and Jetz (2009) designed an integrated framework that
allowed simultaneous evaluation of phylogenetic and spa-
tial components of life-history traits. Having detected spa-
tial signal in range sizes, the authors outlined that range
size variation may be driven by where species live rather
than by evolutionary history. However, Bohning-Gaese et
al. (2006) did not discover any substantial correlation
when examining the relation between range sizes of 26
bird species and the area of corresponding ecoregions and
biomes. These surprising conclusions are balanced by the
findings of Mouillot and Gaston (2009) that imply spatial
autocorrelation in an extensive data set of 1,136 bird spe-
cies (the autocorrelation is therein manifested as a positive
relationship between mutual overlap and similarity in size
of sister species’ geographic ranges).

In our study, we thoroughly explore the impact of geo-
graphic constraints on carnivoran range sizes. As delim-
itation of specific geographic constraints might be con-
tentious, we assess the constraints for several levels of
geographic resolution (i.e., edges of continents, biomes,
and climate envelopes). Subsequently, we contrast the ef-
fects of geographic and phylogenetic constraints on range
size variation. We evaluate the stability of phylogenetic
signal in range sizes after the correction for geographic
constraints, and explore possible causes of the revealed
patterns.

Material and Methods

We have employed a complex statistical approach to in-
vestigate the effect of geographic constraints/domains on
range size heritability. Herein, we describe the foundations
of the methodological framework we adopted; a detailed
technical description of the analyses and statistical pro-

cedures is given in appendix A in the online edition of
the American Naturalist.

Overview

We assume that if range size is determined by the size of
a respective geographic domain, these two variables should
correlate with each other. Moreover, if the range size her-
itability (i.e., the phylogenetic signal in range size) is en-
tirely due to the size of geographic domains, the residuals
from the regression of range size on the domain size should
have no phylogenetic signal. This represents the first rel-
atively simple approach to testing the effects of geographic
domains on range size.

For a detailed examination of the role of geographic and
evolutionary constraints (i.e., the role of variously delim-
ited geographic domains vs. the role of phylogeny), we
performed a decomposition of range size variation. How-
ever, rather than exploring factors underlying species’
range sizes, we explored factors responsible for range size
similarity. This means that we examined whether the sim-
ilarity of species in terms of their range sizes is attributable
to (a) species’ phylogenetic relatedness, (b) similarity in
the geographic location of species’ ranges, and (c) simi-
larity of the size of species’ geographic domains (regardless
of physical distances between individual domains). We
proceeded using the following steps:

We constructed similarity matrices between all pairs of
species based on (a) patristic distances derived from
branch lengths of carnivoran phylogeny, (b) physical dis-
tances between midpoints of species’ geographic ranges,
and (c) differences between the areas of species’ geographic
domains (see below). Subsequently, we processed these
similarity matrices by means of the phylogenetic/spatial
eigenvector filtering (or PVR1) and the phylogenetic/spa-
tial generalized least squares (GLS).

The PVR procedure, based on metric multidimensional
scaling, transformed each of the distance matrices into a
series of mutually independent variables, forming either
“phylogenetic filters” (Diniz-Filho and Torres 2002; Car-
rascal et al. 2008) or “spatial filters” (Diniz-Filho and Bini
2005). We regressed species’ actual range sizes against the
set of spatial filters representing distances of range mid-
points as well as the differences among the areas of each
species’ geographic domain. Subsequently, we explored the
residuals from these regressions for range size heritability,

1 Throughout the text, we use the abbreviation PVR to indicate eigenvector

filtering. The abbreviation itself stands for phylogenetic eigenvector regression

(termed “eigenvector filtering” by some authors). Since PVR is not restricted

to only phylogenetic applications and produces eigenvector filters, we feel that

the term “eigenvector filtering” is more appropriate for our purposes than

“phylogenetic eigenvector regression.” For brevity, however, we refer to ei-

genvector filtering by means of the widely known abbreviation PVR.
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that is, heritability after controlling for geographic posi-
tion, and for the size of geographic domains. (In addition,
see the appendix section “Eigenvector Filtering (PVR) and
the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) Framework” for a
discussion of the PVR inference and its drawbacks; Freck-
leton et al. 2011.)

The GLS procedure, as proposed by Freckleton and Jetz
(2009), modifies the method of phylogenetically indepen-
dent contrasts to evaluate the phylogenetic and spatial
component of trait variance. To infer the role of spatial
effects (characterized by the distance matrices described
above) with respect to range size, parameter F was esti-
mated. Value of the F parameter ranges from 0 to 1. A
zero value of F indicates that the range sizes are inde-
pendent of the ranges’ spatial distances, whereas when

, the variation in species’ range sizes is attributableF p 1
to space only.

Finally, the role of spatial and phylogenetic effects was
contrasted. In the case of the PVR, we performed variation
partitioning by means of a standard multiple regression
using the sets of filters as independent variables and the
actual range size as a dependent variable. We tested the
effect of individual variables (i.e., the sets of filters derived
from similarity/distance matrices), controlling for the re-
maining effects, and also explored their common effect.
This enabled us to evaluate the role of phylogeny when
accounting for the effect of similarity in geographic do-
main areas or similarity in range location, and vice versa.
In the case of the GLS, we fitted an additional parameter
l to the range size data simultaneously with F. The l

parameter transformed the variance-covariance matrix de-
rived from the carnivoran phylogeny so that phylogenet-
ically correlated variation as well as independent variation
in range sizes was allowed for. Consequently, the relative
roles of spatial effects, phylogenetic effects, and effects in-
dependent of both space and phylogeny could be assessed.
Below, we provide details of all the calculations.

Geographic Ranges of Carnivora

Since carnivorans are among the most studied taxa in
range size heritability studies (Diniz-Filho and Torres 2002;
Jones et al. 2005; Freckleton and Jetz 2009), we opted for
them as our model as well. Thus, our results will be com-
parable with findings of the previous studies. Our data set
comprised 231 species of terrestrial carnivorans (i.e., ex-
cluding Pinnipedia: Otariidae � Odobenidae � Phocidae).
Maps of their geographic ranges were gathered from Pech-
lakova (2006) and IUCN (2010). Whenever possible, the
original extent of ranges (i.e., not the extent recently re-
duced by humans) was reconstructed. After digitalization
of the maps in ArcView GIS (ver. 3.2, Environmental Sys-

tems Research Institute, Redlands, CA), the range sizes
were calculated.

Assembling the Phylogeny

We constructed an updated phylogeny of carnivorans with
particular attention to recent studies (Bardeleben et al.
2005; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Fulton and Strobeck 2006;
Gaubert and Cordeiro-Estrela 2006; Koepfli et al. 2006,
2007; Arnason et al. 2007; Gaubert and Begg 2007; Krause
et al. 2008; Patou et al. 2009). To construct a supertree,
the topology of partial phylogenies was coded using the
matrix representation with parsimony method (Baum
1992; Ragan 1992; for its phylogenetic applications see,
e.g., Bininda-Emonds et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2001). The
phylogenetic data sets were analyzed by NONA software
(ver. 2.0; Goloboff 1999).

We employed published information on dates of car-
nivoran diversification events (Johnson et al. 2006; Koepfli
et al. 2008; Patou et al. 2008; Sato et al. 2009; and studies
cited above) to calibrate the branch lengths of our super-
tree. Diversification estimates for nodes with no dating
available were calculated in Phylocom v4.0 through the
BLADJ algorithm, which minimizes the variance in branch
lengths within the constraints of dated nodes, as described
in Webb et al. (2008).

Delimiting Geographic Constraints

Our baseline assumption stems from the obvious notions
that every range size is restrained by the area of corre-
sponding geographic domain (e.g., continent or biome;
see below) and that range sizes within geographic domains
of similar sizes also tend to be similar. However, we need
to address the fundamental question of how to define the
geographic domains. Since any particular definition would
be inevitably disputable as we do not know all the factors
shaping range sizes of individual species, we decided to
use three different levels of spatial/geographic scale and to
contrast subsequent outcomes. For this reason we use three
distinct domain definitions (i.e., three levels of “geographic
resolution”), differing in the amount of information used
for the delimitation of domains: (a) continental domains,
(b) biome domains, and (c) climate envelopes.

Continental geographic domains were represented by
the four distinct continents, that is, Africa, North and
South America, and Eurasia. Island areas (British Isles,
Borneo, Greenland, etc.) were affiliated with their adjacent
continents.

Biome domains were represented by 14 biomes distin-
guished by Olson et al. (2001). The area of individual
biomes was considered for each continent separately;
within the continents, however, all the discrete areas of
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individual biomes were merged. Each of the acquired areas
represented a biome domain (e.g., all the temperate grass-
lands of North America). If a species occurred in several
biomes within a given continent, the total area of all bi-
omes where the species occurred was taken as its biome
domain.

The most precise description of geographic domains was
acquired by means of climate envelopes (Guisan and Zim-
mermann 2000). Climate envelopes were inferred for each
individual species with respect to annual mean tempera-
ture, annual precipitation, and NDVI (normalized differ-
ence vegetation index, an estimate of environmental pro-
ductivity based on spectral properties of vegetation) within
its geographic range. The original climate data sets (Hij-
mans et al. 2005; Tucker et al. 2005) were resampled to a

-km spatial resolution, which is close to the rec-50 # 50
ommended threshold of 1�–2� for species distribution data
(Hurlbert and Jetz 2007). Climate envelope was delimited
as an area within which none of the above-mentioned
environmental variables exceeded minimum or maximum
values reached within the actual species’ range.

We need to explain what the climate envelopes represent
from the conceptual viewpoint. As Soberon and Nakamura
(2009) illustrate, climate envelopes lie somewhere between
the species’ realized and fundamental niches. The enve-
lopes do not incorporate biotic interactions (food webs,
competition, etc.) and consider climate tolerances only.
Thus, they approximate a species’ fundamental niche.
However, the climate tolerances are inferred from species’
geographic distributions which, ipso facto, represent the
realized niche. Consequently, the area of a climate envelope
extends beyond the area of a species’ realized niche but
does not reach the area corresponding to the fundamental
niche. Unlike more advanced techniques of niche mod-
eling, the envelope-based approach is computationally ef-
ficient and straightforward to interpret (Guisan and
Thuiller 2005). Its performance has been shown to be
slightly worse but still satisfactory in comparison with
more sophisticated methods based on regression trees,
multivariate distances, or maximum entropy (Kadmon et
al. 2003; Elith et al. 2006).

Whenever the species occupied several isolated geo-
graphic domains on different continents (e.g., America and
Eurasia in the case of Mustela erminea), the area of each
domain was considered separately. We presume that the
area of isolated subranges is constrained by the corre-
sponding domains independently and not by their sum
across different continents. Therefore, we handled these
isolated subranges as individual data points within our
analyses. There were in fact only seven such cases in our
data set (Canis lupus, Gulo gulo, Mustela erminea, Mustela
nivalis, Panthera pardus, Ursus arctos, Vulpes vulpes).

We need to explicitly notify the readers that information

on geographic domains was inferred from the species’ geo-
graphic ranges. As a consequence, the more information
inferred from the species’ geographic distribution we used
for a delimitation of its domain, the closer the domain
was to the species’ actual geographic range. Considering
this inevitable circularity associated with domain defini-
tion, we a priori expect the effect of geographic domains
on range size to increase with the geographic resolution
(continents, biomes, climate envelopes) at which the do-
main was defined.

Constructing Similarity Matrices

We prepared three matrices of similarity between species’
ranges: (1) matrix of phylogenetic distances between spe-
cies, (2) matrix of distances between locations of species
ranges, and (3) matrix of differences in areas of geographic
domains, which were delimited as explained above.

Phylogenetic relatedness was represented by patristic
distances among individual species. The distances were
derived from the branch lengths of our carnivoran phy-
logeny (see above).

To create a distance matrix of range locations, we com-
puted mutual physical distances among range midpoints
(i.e., the average from maximum and minimum range
extents in east-west and north-south directions). This
measure was employed by previous studies (Freckleton and
Jetz 2009) and allows us to compare the obtained results.

The distances between areas of species’ geographic do-
mains were calculated in two ways. Both of the distances
increase with the dissimilarity of geographic domains’ ar-
eas, regardless of ranges’ mutual physical distance:

S(B)
distance 1 (A, B) p log , (1)

S(A)

distance 2 (A, B) p log [S(B) � S(A)], (2)

where distance (A, B) is the distance between ranges A
and B, and S(A), S(B) are areas of geographic domains
for species A and B, respectively, so that . WeS(A) ! S(B)
calculated the distances distance 1 and distance 2 for each
of the three geographic resolutions (i.e., continents, bi-
omes, and climate envelopes). Subsequently, the distance
matrices were processed by the PVR and the GLS (as de-
scribed above and in “Eigenvector Filtering (PVR) and the
Generalized Least Squares (GLS) Framework”).

Assessing Range Size Heritability

The range size heritability was assessed by means of Blom-
berg’s K (Blomberg et al. 2003), Pagel’s l (Freckleton et
al. 2002), and Moran’s I (Gittleman and Kot 1990; Le-
gendre et al. 2002; Jones et al. 2005). We favor Moran’s I
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Figure 1: The correlation between actual range sizes and areas of geographic domains. The domains were defined as continents, biomes,
and climate envelopes.

as a measure of range size heritability not only due to its
compatibility with spatial statistics framework but also be-
cause it provides an option to evaluate the heritability for
different patristic distance classes (i.e., varying depths of
phylogeny). This is critical because range size heritability
patterns have been documented to vary among different
taxonomic levels (Jones et al. 2005). Consequently, antag-
onistic patterns at different levels can obscure one another
when the analysis of phylogenetic signal is conducted
across the whole phylogeny at once (appendix section
“Analyses of Phylogenetic Signal”). Therefore, we prefer-
ably interpret the values of Moran’s I calculated for dif-
ferent depths of phylogeny separately. Values of Moran’s
I vary from �1 to �1. Positive values indicate that range
sizes of taxa at a particular phylogenetic level (or within
a particular patristic distance class) are more similar than
would be expected by chance; negative values of Moran’s
I indicate that range sizes are more different. The alter-
native measures of range size heritability (Blomberg’s K,
Pagel’s l) are provided and discussed in appendix section
“Analyses of Phylogenetic Signal.”

All the measures of heritability were inferred for the
actual range sizes and afterwards recalculated with the data
controlled for the geographic constraints, as explained
above. The calculations were conducted in the R 2.8 en-
vironment (R Development Core Team 2009; packages
ape, geiger, picante, and spdep; Paradis et al. 2004; Bivand
et al. 2008; Harmon et al. 2008; Kembel et al. 2010).

Contrasting the Role of Geographic and
Phylogenetic Constraints

We employed two disparate methodical frameworks, the
PVR and the GLS, to compare the role of phylogenetic

and spatial effects on carnivorans’ range sizes. In the case
of the PVR, once the geographic constraints and the phy-
logenetic relatedness were expressed in a format conve-
nient for statistical analyses, that is, spatial/phylogenetic
filters (“Eigenvector Filtering (PVR) and the Generalized
Least Squares (GLS) Framework”), we conducted the var-
iation partitioning. Consequently, we assessed whether
geographic constraints, phylogenetic relatedness, or other
factors not involved in our analyses are accountable for
the major fraction of range size variation and, ultimately,
for range size heritability.

In the case of GLS, the estimates of parameters F and l

were inferred via a likelihood optimization whereby the
likelihood function was maximized jointly over both of the
parameters. Subsequently, parameters ′l (p [1 � F] # l)
and were derived. The parameters are′g (p 1 � [l � F])
defined so that . Thus, their values can be′l � F � g p 1
interpreted as proportional contributions of phylogenetic
effects (l′), spatial effects (F), and effects independent of
both space and phylogeny (g) to the range size variation
(Freckleton and Jetz 2009). All the analyses were per-
formed in R 2.8 (R Development Core Team 2009), em-
ploying a code kindly provided by R. P. Freckleton.

Factors beyond the Geographic Domains: Niche Breadth
and Shared Physical Barriers

For a proper understanding of geographic constraints on
range size, we need to explore the processes that determine
the area of species’ geographic domains. We investigated
two alternative scenarios: (a) If closely related species of
carnivorans were generally sympatric, their range sizes
would be constrained by identical geographic barriers; for
example, the coastline of a particular sea or a mountain



Figure 2: Range size heritability patterns calculated for 5-million-year distance classes. The figure provides values of Moran’s I as well as
their significance (i.e., P values). Heritability in actual range sizes (thick black line) is contrasted with heritability after accounting for the
areas of geographic domains (red lines), two area-derived distances (blue lines p distance 1; green lines p distance 2), and range midpoint
distances (gray lines; see text for details). The effect of continental domains (A) or midpoint distances (D) on range size heritability is rather
marginal as the actual heritability does not differ from heritability after the geographic constraints are accounted for (i.e., the black line is
congruent with the red, blue, and green lines). In contrast, excluding the effects of biome domains (B) or climate envelopes (C) leads to
a significant suppression of the range size heritability pattern.
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Table 1: Partitioning of the range size variation by means of eigenvector filtering
(peigenvector regression, or PVR)

Phylogeny Overlap Geography Type of geographic constraint

.012 .243 .581 Climate envelopes

.015 .240 .584 Distance 1 (climate envelopes)

.009 .246 .569 Distance 2 (climate envelopes)

.080 .175 .322 Biomes

.038 .217 .467 Distance 1 (biomes)

.045 .210 .453 Distance 2 (biomes)

.249 .006 .006 Continents

.123 .132 .012 Distance 1 (continents)

.190 .065 .029 Distance 2 (continents)

.212 .043 .050 Midpoint distances

Note: Values refer to the amount of variance in range sizes (R2) explained by phylogeny,

geographic constraints, and their mutual overlap. Each row of the table represents an inde-

pendent variation paritioning procedure. While phylogeny was expressed identically during

each variation partitioning procedure, geographic constraints were expressed differently in each

case (climate envelopes, biomes, continents, etc.). All the effects of geographic constraints as

well as of the phylogeny were highly significant ( ).P ! .001

range. The range size heritability would thus emerge as a
consequence of shared physical barriers, or phylogenetic
signal in geographic position of ranges. (b) However, ab-
sence of phylogenetic signal in ranges’ geographic position
would indicate that some other mechanisms are respon-
sible for the range size heritability being driven by geo-
graphic constraints. For instance, shared biological traits
such as niche breadth or physiological tolerances could
underlie the size of geographic domains and, ultimately,
range size heritability patterns.

To compare the plausibility of these two hypotheses, we
compared the phylogenetic signal in carnivorans’ niche
breadth and range geographic position. Ecological niche
was represented by temperature, precipitation, and envi-
ronmental productivity (Hijmans et al. 2005; Tucker et al.
2005; see above); these variables generally govern species
distribution and diversity and correspond to major axes
of ecological niche differentiation in vertebrates (e.g., Cur-
rie 1991; Gittleman 1996; Rahbek and Graves 2001). The
geographic range of each species was split into -50 # 50
km grid cells, and the standard deviation of individual
climate variables across these grid cells was used as a proxy
for the species’ niche breadth. Since the values of climate
variables appeared to be highly skewed, we log transformed
them before the standard deviation was calculated.

The geographic position of individual ranges was rep-
resented by coordinates of ranges’ geographic centroid and
distant vertices (i.e., coordinates of the southernmost,
northernmost, westernmost, and easternmost vertex). To
combine the coordinates into a single variable, a principal
components analysis, as implemented in Canoco for Win-
dows 4.5 (ter Braak and Smilauer 2002), was employed.
Species were ordinated with respect to the geographic co-

ordinates of their ranges, and the species’ scores along the
first ordination axis were subjected to phylogenetic signal
examination. In addition, we tested for phylogenetic signal
in physical distances among range midpoints (i.e., whether
the mutual distances between range midpoints correspond
with phylogeny). The midpoint distance matrix was trans-
formed into an eigenvector through the PVR (see above),
and the acquired eigenvector was examined for phyloge-
netic signal.

The phylogenetic signal examination was conducted by
means of three distinct metrics, Blomberg’s K, Pagel’s l,
and Moran’s I, in R 2.8 (R Development Core Team. 2009;
packages ape, geiger, picante, spdep; Gittleman and Kot
1990; Freckleton et al. 2002; Blomberg et al. 2003; Paradis
et al. 2004; Bivand et al. 2008; Harmon et al. 2008; Kembel
et al. 2010; see also Cubo et al. 2005 and Machac et al.
2010 for alternative methods of phylogenetic signal test-
ing). Significance of the K values was estimated through
both randomization (trait values were rearranged along
the tips of phylogeny; H0: ) and simulation (evo-K p 0
lution of the traits was simulated under the Brownian
motion model; H0: ) employing 999 iterations. Val-K p 1
ues of Pagel’s l were also tested against two distinct hy-
potheses, absence of a phylogenetic signal (H0: ) andl p 0
presence of a phylogenetic signal consistent with the
Brownian motion model (H0: ), by means of like-l p 1
lihood ratio tests. Finally, significance of Moran’s I (H0:

) was estimated via randomizations conducted in aI p 0
manner similar to that in the case of Blomberg’s K.

Comparing the phylogenetic signal in each of the se-
lected dimensions of niche breadth (temperature, precip-
itation, and NDVI tolerance) and ranges’ geographic po-
sition, we can infer processes responsible for the range size
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Table 2: Proportional contributions of the spatial effects (F), the phylogenetic effects
(l′), and effects independent of both space and phylogeny (g) to range size variation,
as estimated through generalized least squares analysis

Maximum likelihood
values

Proportional
contributions

l F

Log
likelihood l′ F g

Distance 1 (climate envelopes) .329 .779 �335.947 .073 .779 .148
Distance 2 (climate envelopes) .990 .969 �443.243 .031 .969 .000
Distance 1 (biomes) .012 .864 �440.025 .002 .864 .134
Distance 2 (biomes) .000 .858 �442.144 .000 .858 .142
Distance 1 (continents) .499 .097 �505.227 .451 .097 .452
Distance 2 (continents) .515 .086 �503.839 .471 .086 .443
Midpoint distances .725 .271 �505.227 .529 .271 .200

Note: The sum of the proportional contributions F, l′, and g always equals 1. The proportional

contributions were derived from the maximum likelihood values of parameters F and l jointly fitted

to the range size data.

heritability patterns. If range size heritability patterns
emerge despite the lack of phylogenetic signal in ranges’
geographic position, we can infer that niche breadth rather
than shared physical barriers is accountable for the range
size heritability pattern, and vice versa.

Results

The impact of the area of geographic domain (defined at
three resolution levels: continents, biomes, and climate
envelopes) on species’ range size was assessed by means
of linear regression. Naturally, the firmest relationship was
detected between the actual range sizes and areas of climate
envelopes ( , , , ),2F p 1,109 df p 236 P ! .001 R p 0.824
followed by biome domains ( , ,F p 235 df p 236 P !

, ) and then by continental domains (non-2.001 R p 0.497
significant relationship: , , ,F p 3.765 df p 236 P p .054

; fig. 1).2R p 0.012
Range size heritability was assessed for the actual range

sizes. Values of Moran’s I calculated for 5-million-year
distance classes unraveled a significant positive range size
heritability at lower levels of phylogeny (5 million years
ago [mya]: , ; 10 mya: ,I p 0.181 P p .007 I p 0.141

), whereas distantly related taxa demonstratedP p .002
negative range size correlation (30 mya: ,I p �0.081

; 40 mya: , ; fig. 2).P p .019 I p �0.046 P p .013
Furthermore, we inspected the range size heritability

after accounting for the geographic constraints (i.e., areas
of continents, biomes, climate envelopes, and midpoint
distances). The patterns of range size heritability were no-
ticeably suppressed after the areas of climate envelopes
(fig. 2C; table A1) and biomes (fig. 2B; table A1) were
accounted for. However, excluding the effects of conti-
nental domains (fig. 2A; table A1) and midpoint distances
(fig. 2D; table A1) left the heritability patterns rather un-

changed (as illustrated in fig. 2 and thoroughly discussed
in appendix section “Analyses of Phylogenetic Signal”).

The PVR-based variation partitioning as well as the
GLS-based parameters F, l′, and g yielded outcomes
equivalent to those of the phylogenetic signal analyses
(previous paragraph). As tables 1 and 2 indicate, when
defined as climate envelopes ( ; ,2 ′R ≈ 0.80 F ≈ 0.80 l ≈

) or biomes ( ; , ), the geo-2 ′0.05 R ≈ 0.50 F ≈ 0.85 l ≈ 0
graphic constraints appeared to be the dominant driver of
range size variation. In contrast, when the constraints were
described as midpoint distances ( ; ,2R p 0.09 F p 0.27

) and continental domains ( ;′ 2l p 0.53 R ≈ 0.10 F ≈
, ), a reverse outcome was achieved, and phy-′0.10 l ≈ 0.45

logeny outweighed the spatial effects.
Taken together, our results indicate that the more com-

prehensive the description of geographic constraints is, the
more they affect the range sizes. When a detailed definition
of geographic domains is employed, the phylogenetic com-
ponent of range sizes appears rather marginal (tables 1,
2). Thus, stability of the range size heritability pattern (fig.
2) is vastly affected by the amount of information we
consider when defining the geographic constraints on
range size.

To identify the most appropriate level of geographic
resolution (concerning the constraints), we employed geo-
graphic information system tools to calculate average size
of ranges of species occurring within each of the 10,000-
km2 grid cells covering the globe. The acquired figure (fig.
3) indicates, for instance, that all the grid cells within
equatorial Africa accommodate ranges of a consistent size;
this size apparently reflects the extent of African rain for-
ests. Similarly, ranges spreading through Saharan desert,
Namibian desert, or Indo-Malaysian rain forests reach
generally identical sizes (fig. 3). These patterns imply that
carnivoran range sizes are predominantly constrained by
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Figure 3: Average size of geographic ranges within 10,000-km2 grid cells covering the globe. The pattern of carnivorans’ distribution is
largely congruent with the outline of major biomes, which particularly applies in Indo-Malaysia, Africa, and Eurasia.

the edges of biomes, which represent the most convenient
level of geographic resolution for further reasoning.

Additional analyses of phylogenetic signal indicated that
the ranges of carnivorans are positioned over the Earth’s
surface randomly with regard to phylogeny (table 3). Even
closely related species might occupy distant geographic
regions. In contrast, carnivorans’ niche breadth (charac-
terized by proxies for species’ temperature, precipitation,
and NDVI tolerances) yielded a notable phylogenetic sig-
nal. All of the metrics (table 3) consistently demonstrate
that the species’ temperature, precipitation, and NDVI tol-
erances are not arranged randomly across the phylogeny
but reflect it to a certain extent. Whether this reflection
may be considered as niche conservatism was verified via
the simulations of trait evolution. The results illustrate that
the proxies for temperature ( , ) andK p 1.996 P p .022
precipitation ( , ) tolerance signifi-K p 1.912 P p .023
cantly diverge from their values as expected under Brown-
ian motion (i.e., ); hence, we can consider themK p 1
phylogenetically conserved (sensu Losos 2008). Although
the NDVI tolerances proved significantly phylogenetically
dependent ( , ), they are notK p 1.712 P(K p 0) p .001
phylogenetically conserved (sensu Losos 2008), as their
phylogenetic dependence is not higher than expected un-
der the Brownian motion model .(P[K p 1] p .057)

Discussion

Biogeographic patterns are produced by a complex inter-
action among numerous factors whereby limits of conti-
nents, montane systems, and other physical barriers rep-
resent a crucial agent. Though their influence has been
widely acknowledged, physical barriers appear rather dif-

ficult to grasp, and appropriate spatial analyses still rep-
resent a challenging issue. Herein, we aimed to verify and
assess the effect of geographic constraints on range size
heritability patterns. Employing two advanced methods for
analysis of phylogenetically and spatially structured data
(PVR, GLS), we infer that edges of biomes are largely
responsible for the observed patterns of range size heri-
tability. Furthermore, we propose a mechanism whereby
range size heritability patterns emerge due to interplay
between geographic and phylogenetic constraints. Phylo-
genetically conserved physiological tolerances appear to
shape the extent of geographic domains that, subsequently,
underlie species’ range size.

So far, spatial constraints have only rarely been consid-
ered when studying range sizes and their heritability. Em-
ploying midpoint distances, Freckleton and Jetz (2009)
documented spatial signal in range sizes of artiodactyls,
carnivorans, and primates. Their study provides an in-
sightful impetus for exploration of the spatial constraints
on range sizes; however, the description of ranges’ spatial
arrangement by means of their midpoint distances is po-
tentially imprecise. For instance, the midpoint distances
of north-south orientation generally traverse a number of
climate zones, whereas east-west distances do not; thus,
the distances convey different biological information de-
pending on their direction. Therefore, instead of using
physical distances among ranges’ midpoints, we decided
to utilize the distances reflecting dissimilarity of geographic
domains areas. The geographic domain approach prom-
isingly avoids the pitfalls of midpoint distances; however,
it is also inherently associated with circularity as the do-
mains are derived from the species’ geographic distribu-
tions (see “Material and Methods”). The domain-based
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Table 3: Phylogenetic signal in niche breadth and range geographic position as evaluated by Blomberg’s K, Pagel’s l, and
Moran’s I

Blomberg’s K
P

(K p 0)
P

(K p 1) Moran’s I
P

(I p 0) Pagel’s l

P
(l p 1)

P
(l p 0)

Niche breadth:
Log(temperature) SD 1.996 .001 .022 .856 .007 .997 .994 .001
Log(precipitation) SD 1.912 .001 .023 .823 .011 .997 .994 .001
Log(NDVI) SD 1.712 .001 .057 .695 .036 .996 .990 .001

Geographic position:
Midpoint distances .005 .005 .001 .015 .059 .073 .001 .001
Geographic coordinates .001 .998 .001 .003 .989 .689 .023 .047

Note: P values are indicated along with the null hypothesis tested. In sum, the geographic position of ranges proved virtually no phylogenetic dependence

( , , ). The phylogenetic dependence in the case of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) tolerance was consistent with the expectationsK ≈ 0 I ≈ 0 l ! 1

under the Brownian motion model of trait evolution ( , ). Phylogenetic conservatism was detected in the case of temperature and precipitationK ≈ 1 l ≈ 1

tolerances ( , ), as their values were significantly more similar than expected under Brownian motion.K 1 1 P[K p 1] ! .025

approach revealed a noticeable spatial signal in carnivoran
range sizes.

Unlike Mouillot and Gaston (2009), we used Moran’s
I rather than sister-species pair comparison to examine
range size heritability. Hence, we could utilize all of the
information conveyed by a phylogenetic tree (i.e., not only
by sister species) and also explore heritability patterns
above the species level (fig. 2). This is particularly im-
portant as heritability patterns have been documented to
vary among taxonomic levels (Jones et al. 2005; appendix
section “Analyses of Phylogenetic Signal”). Despite em-
ploying a different methodical approach than Mouillot and
Gaston (2009), we arrive at the same conclusion that range
sizes are considerably spatially dependent.

Our finding that biome domains are largely responsible
for the carnivoran range sizes contrasts with conclusions
of Bohning-Gaese et al. (2006) based on 26 bird species.
It is possible that range sizes of birds and carnivorans are
constrained differently, but also that the group of 26 Sylvia
warblers studied by Bohning-Gaese et al. (2006) was rather
atypical due to the specifics of their life history. Since our
conclusions are founded on a data set of 231 carnivorans,
they are liable to be plausible and of more general
relevance.

The outcomes of our analyses provide different conclu-
sions for different levels of domains’ delimitation (i.e.,
continents, biomes, and climate envelopes). When the geo-
graphic constraints of continental domains or range mid-
point distances are considered, phylogeny appears as the
major agent responsible for the range size variation. In
contrast, detailed description of geographic constraints in
terms of biomes and climate envelopes proves phylogeny
to be of only marginal importance, so that the geographic
constraints underlie the range sizes over and above the
effects of phylogeny. This situation is in fact fairly char-
acteristic. The finding that the obtained results depend on
how the model is constructed (i.e., the effect of geographic

domains depending on the geographic resolution in our
case) has been recognized since the early 1970’s in the
context of community assembly rules and their null mod-
els (Wilson 1995; Stone et al. 1996; Gotelli 2001). It has
turned out that there is no “correct” null model, only
models differing in the amount of information used for
their construction. If considerable prior information about
the system is used for the construction of the model (i.e.,
delimitation of biomes or climate envelopes in our case),
the model usually proves plausible, but it is a simple con-
sequence of the fact that the pattern is already somehow
contained in the model, a situation sometimes called “the
narcissus effect” (Gotelli 2001). From this point of view,
it makes no sense to ask whether range size heritability
can be attributed to the geographic constraints but rather
how precise definition of the constraints is necessary for
a concise description of the range size patterns (see fig.
3). In this light, our conclusion that the more compre-
hensive the definition of geographic domain, the greater
its effect on range size in comparison to phylogeny, is not
particularly surprising.

In fact, our findings do not reject the effect of phylogeny
on range size but rather imply the mechanisms underlying
the range size heritability patterns. We have shown that
heritability is largely driven by the extent of biomes; how-
ever, this extent appears to be determined by phylogeny
because related species share temperature and precipita-
tion tolerances (table 3) as well as habitat and environ-
mental preferences (Peterson et al. 1999; Diniz-Filho et al.
2010). Thus, bound by common evolutionary history, re-
lated species are limited in their distribution by similar
geographic constraints. As these constraints represent a
more proximate factor shaping species’ ranges, they ac-
count for more of the range size variation than phylogeny
does. Thus, the range size heritability patterns presumably
emerge as a consequence of this interplay between evo-
lutionary and geographic constraints.
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Since the biome domains account for approximately
50% of the range size variation ( , ; tables2R ≈ 0.50 F ≈ 0.85
1, 2), they appear to be the major single factor responsible
for range size heritability patterns, at least in carnivorans.
The other proposed mechanisms of range size heritability
(dispersal ability, physiological tolerances, functional
group membership; Mouillot and Gaston 2009) are either
subcategories of geographic constraints or phenomena of
rather marginal importance. Since geographic position of
carnivoran ranges exhibits no phylogenetic pattern (table
3; Cox and Moore 2005), range size heritability is not
underlain by shared physical barriers (i.e., related species
being limited by identical rivers, mountain ranges, or
coastline), as even geographically distant species occupy
ranges of similar extent (table 3). With respect to our
results, phylogenetically conserved niche breadth, which
determines the size of geographic domains, appears to be
the crucial driver of range size heritability. Nonetheless,
we note as a caveat that we comply with the general prac-
tice and interpret high phylogenetic signal in niche breadth
(table 3) as evidence for niche conservatism (Blomberg et
al. 2003; Swenson and Enquist 2007), although some stud-
ies have challenged such interpretation (e.g., Revell et al.
2008).

Our findings imply that despite being emergent only at
the species level, geographic range size is associated with
individual-level traits (i.e., physiological tolerance and
niche breadth). Therefore, we conclude that the range size
heritability phenomenon does not necessarily enforce the
species selection concept as range size heritability can be
directly linked to the natural selection that operates on the
level of individuals.
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